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INTRODUCTION

As digital takes the frontline to keep the business up and running in the pandemic-

induced world, fraudsters are enjoying the digital playground to eat away into the 

marketing budgets veiled behind complex fraudulent technologies and all the while 

skewing the numbers

The X-axis denotes the ad-fraud, y-axis denotes the sectors

® The first quarter of the year witnessed an average fraud rate of 22% with half of the 

sectors crossing the average fraud benchmark. 

® BFSI sector is marred by fraudulent app installations. In the age of mobile banking 

and digital wallets, this threat looms like a devil on the sector. 

® Entertainment, Crypto, Edutech and Software industries are as well showing a 

high rate of fraudulent installs. 

INDIA FRAUD LINE, Q1, 2022
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OVERALL AD FRAUD TREND 
MARCH 2022

Every second mobile app install is a fraudulent install as per the data for the month of 

March 2022. The Indian companies are struggling with instances of fraudulent install 

stemming from fake device, click spam and other fraudulent methods where the 

numbers are skewed to project increase in traffic on the platform. This skewness in the 

numbers is impacting business and marketing decisions which are critical for growth in 

a hyper-competitive environment. 

® Incentives such as money made per click or per install make India an attractive 

market for fraudsters to drive the sheer volume of installs as the market is one of the 

biggest in terms of app downloads. 

® Using device emulation technology in a virtual environment, fraudsters fake installs 

to claim the ad revenue to a great extent. Such installs defraud everyone in the value 

chain, advertisers, publishers, and networks.

® The amount of money a company pays for acquiring a user goes to waste due to such 

fraudulent activities, making digital space a complex place to mark a territory for 

brands.

® Enticing users with attractive offers and cashback, fraudulent installs take place from 

different IP addresses and devices, without the user even interacting with the 

application, adding overall cost for the brand.

Total Fraudulent Installation via Fraud Category



® Fraudsters are also creating apps that impersonate the actual app available on third 

part marketplaces with malicious intent, often infected with viruses which prove to 

be a big threat to users and brands alike; use of personal data, identity theft, device 

tampering and much more.

® Bots increase the 'weight' of an application, slow order processing time and device 

failure all contributes to loss of reputaion among users due to overlooked fraud 

attack. 

INDUSTRY TRENDS IN 

FRADULENT INSTALLATIONS

Basis the overall fraud categories identified, fraudulent elements such as (faking Install 

via) Fake device, Click Spam and Non-Playstore downloads account for 85% of 

fraudulent installations in the month of March 2022. 

Fraud Categories Split Across Sectors, March 2022
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FAKE DEVICE INSTALLS

By using commonly available device emulation softwares, fradusters create new 

random device with a fresh device ID. This device is then used to create a user to interact 

with an advertisement and the stimulated device then targets the application from the 

app store to trigger the install. Such fake installs feeds misleading data in the marketing 

funnel which adds to the overall cost to the brand. 

® By and large, the entertainment sector witnessed over 73% of fake device installs. On 

the pretext of increasing the overall installs of applications such as the likes of Spotify, 

Saavn, and OTT platforms, these fraudulent activities are skewing the numbers to an 

extent that it makes the marketing budgeting ineffective. Skewed retention rates, 

affecting customer lifetime value are some metrics which are important to the 

entertainment sector and skewed data on such metrics affects the overall business 

decision.

® Installing such apps via third-party applications gives users access to an ad-free 

experience on various platforms, a cause of worry for the sectors in terms of revenue 

loss. These fake installs also inflate the click-to-install conversaion rates, making 

certin channels appear more effective than what they are. 
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INSTALL VIA CLICK SPAM

® For the eCommerce industry, click spam contributes to over 38% of fraudulent 

installs followed by the BFSI and entertainment sector. Fraudsters simulate a 

series of fake clicks from an actual device in hopes of getting the attribution of an 

organic install, wastage of ad budget as most of the installs could be organic and 

the budget was wasted on engaged legitimate users which otherwise were 

downloading the app organically.

® For the BFSI sector, click spam becomes a major cause of concern as heavy 

budgeted marketing campaigns are run for user acquisition and downloads. 

Campaigns plaugued by click spam ultimately means that the business is paying 

for organic installs,. Strategusing and planning for future campaigns is being 

impacted as ROI takes a major hit. 

® On the user end, click spam generates click without the user being aware which 

disrupts the overall user experience, push the customer away thus imapacting the 

trust and brand reputation. 
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NON PLAYSTORE DOWNLOADS

An alarming bell for the BFSI sector, 46% of app downloads in the month of March 2022 

were non-playstore downloads. Fraudsters are constantly on the lookout to siphon 

money from markeitng budgets as well as from the end user. Banking, an area which 

today is at the touch of your fingertips, fraudters are leaving no stone unturned to 

empty bank accounts.

® Fake/copycat apps are being created to trick users to download the app. These 

applications then not only affects the brand installation numbers, but also 

compromises the user's device where all personal information is stored. 

® Drained battery , constant disappearance of home screen, asking for unnecessary 

permisisions are all a tell tale sign of a potential scam.

DEVICE SPLIT, MARCH 2022
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About Filterm It

mFilterIt is a new age company that caters to protecting digital integrity across 

platforms.

We believe in the power deep tech and data science to create transformational 

growth in our customers.

Today we work with more than 500 clients across 15 countries in the globe.

mFilterIt provides a variety of innovative and comprehensive IT solutions. We deliver 

quality services in the most efficient way, and our experts will work collaboratively 

with you to customize our offerings to your particular needs. Book a meeting with 

one of our consultants to hear more about how we can assist your operation.

/@mfilterit


